Abstract. The massification of mobile devices make them important work tools in today business world. As such, they must be managed like any other computer infrastructure equipment. Issues of connectivity not being permanently guaranteed or highly heterogeneous systems with no common basis, however, make this task a difficult one.

The objective of this work is the creation of a framework for mobile device management that facilitates the integration and maintenance of these devices remotely and in a centralized fashion, requiring minimal user intervention. Moreover, to demonstrate the possible impact of this new computing paradigm, a prototype was made to assign profiles consisting of several applications to users, making it possible to share devices, keeping at the same time the user applications on them.
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1 Introduction

The massification of mobile devices make them important work tools in today business world. As such, they must be managed like any other computer infrastructure equipment. The identification of their characteristics, control the installed software and update it when necessary, are some of the management activities expected. However, due to the nature of these devices, there are some distinct points in this management activity. Issues such as connectivity not being permanently guaranteed or highly heterogeneous systems with no common basis, require a different approach not provided by current solutions, typically targeted at personal computers. The objective of this work is the creation of a framework for mobile device management that facilitates the integration and maintenance of these devices remotely and in a centralized fashion, requiring minimal user intervention.

To demonstrate the possible impact of this new computing paradigm, a prototype was made to assign profiles, consisting of several applications, to users. It is then possible, in any terminal associated with the system, to log in and applications will become automatically available to the user. When the session is terminated, those applications are removed, allowing the reuse of devices by several users.

2 Related Work

There are, today, multiple MDM - Mobile Device Management - solutions that offer inventory of both software and hardware, with more or less complex mechanisms that offer the remote deploy of applications. This solutions have, however, some drawbacks.

We can divide this solutions in two major groups: those who are offered by manufacturers and those who aren’t. In reality, one can not make this division without some caution, as even those solutions not attached to some manufacture profit from their devices and use them with the mechanisms provided. The great disadvantage in a manufacture oriented solution is, for start, a logistic one. Mobile devices are heterogeneous both in hardware device and in operating system. If a solutions is build on top of a brand there are no guaranties that it supports other devices from other manufactures which may lead to significant money investments to redesign and change the mobile management solutions. As the mobile
devices evolve both in characteristics and in working tasks, this is a probably scenario.

As for the solutions that don’t have a direct manufacture association, they share some disadvantages with them. There are no possibility for remotely register a new mobile device in a management system from the device itself for example. Also, they are all centered in device/owner view. This means that a device is viewed as an extent of a user in a “one device one use” sort of way.

We have reviewed the major manufactured oriented solutions - e.g: BlackBerry® Enterprise Server, Apple® Enterprise Features - and the independent ones - e.g: Open Mobile Alliance Device Management. We have even gone further and analyzed some other solutions that are not exactly MDM systems but share a common permitting to manage the software on a mobile device, without the need to specifically registering the device in the system - the Android® Market Webstore is a great example of how a mobile can be managed, to some extend, by a system without the need of a complex registering making the user the focus point and the terminal just a work tool.

3 Architecture

The SuusMDM system is capable of an inventory capability of both software and hardware of mobile devices, users and application profiles. Profiles are associated to one or more users, in a many-to-many relationship. After register the terminal in the system, and log in it’s possible to deploy all the applications present in the chosen profile. Those applications and their associated data will be erased from the terminal once the user logs off.

![SuusMDM Life Cycle Diagram](image)

In figure 1 we can graphically see the typically life cycle of the SuusMDM system. From there we don’t expect a great deal of processing demand. Also, being directed to a corporate environment, there are numerous concerns about information control. As such we have chosen, for the management system, a centralized architecture with a single entity with powers to create/remove/update information.

The small processing requirements mean that a distributed architecture is not essential for the management system (server node of SuusMDM). That’s not the same as saying that there is no need for a large storage space or that it doesn’t need to increase as the number of terminals also increase. Thus, a centralized architecture with a load balance that can connect several information replicas is desirable. Moreover, there will be several mobile terminals to be managed. These can only access the information - e.g.: applications - having no ability to directly change the system. This architecture fits a single-writer
multiple-readers model. Note that there might be competition problems if a reader were to access information that is being changed at that instant. However, being the management system - single writer - the one who contacts the terminals, sending them information, such scenario cannot happen.

![SuusMDM Basic Architecture](image)

**Fig. 2.** SuusMDM Basic Architecture

Figure 2 shows how a number of mobile devices always access the same node in the management system, being the process made in centralized fashion and the information accessed in a replicated manner when needed. Today’s technologies, such as HSPA+ / HSUPA, also make it manageable to execute a system like SuusMDM even when the device is far away from the management system.[9,10]

Also on figure 2 we can see the system architecture from a technical execution point of view. As refereed, we have a single-write multiple-readers where the mobile devices managed - the readers - contact the management system, the only one with permissions to modify and deploy information - single writer. In the mobile devices runs an application that manages all the business logic from the device point of view. On the management system side, we have a server responsible for the distribution of information to the mobile devices, as well as manage the inventory of hardware, software, profiles and users.

One of the greatest challenges about a solution as the one presented, is how to communicate directly with the mobile device, without overuse important resources, such as processor, memory, battery and network traffic. Also, there is also some challenges in identifying a single terminal, making all the communication to it secure. For the first, we used new models to aggregate the push technologies with a small footprint.[7,10,13] We also search new, more lightweight, cryptographic algorithms such as the elliptic curve cryptography that provides the same level of security as today systems, but with a much minor resource hungry algorithm.[5,6] As for the second challenge, mobile device identification, we figured that there was really not a single tag we could use. We took a less technologies approach and used a more human communication one were random information is queried in a random, as need, basis. The verification of this information is compared with the one given in the register process which is associated to a user. That way, we can always pin-point who did what.

Another challenge faced during the SuusMDM development is the case were the mobile device is noncommunicable. Maybe it lost network coverage, maybe it’s out of battery. Even so, when he gets back he should be presented with all the new changes. Another scenario is that we may loose communication ability just after receive the information that there are new updates. As we discovered, the information about connection failures is much more predictable from the mobile device point of view. There for, after being informed, it’s him who should chose the better time to make those update. In SuusMDM, we designed it so that a small sized information is sent to the device in order to make him aware of pending
updates. After that point, it’s the mobile device responsibility to get that information from the remote server. The information was also designed in away that minimizes what the device needs to know in order to fetch it. Even tho, security issues were kept in mind. We also made it in a way that the updates might be done in numerous steps, not in a direct and interrupt sequence, without loosing context. The terminal might want to fetch smaller sized information first if a disconnect is imminent, leaving the largest one to after a successful future reconnect.

4 Implementation

A prototype of SuusMDM was developed, targeting Android mobile devices. The prototype is divided in two components: a client and a server.

4.1 Client

The client component of the SuusMDM system is an application targeted to Android mobile devices and is the only component that a mobile device needs in order to use the presented solution.

Function wise, it enables a user to log in with is credentials, chose a associated profile (as shown in figure 3), and deploy the applications of the profile in the terminal. While logged in, every time an update occurs in the management system of the SuusMDM (server side), if the active profile is the one modified, changes are propagated directly to the device, without the user intervention. Also, when the user logs off, all the applications installed via SuusMDM are removed. This way we can effectively share a mobile
device by many users.

In order to make the updates work in an almost real-time fashion, saving network communication as well as other mobile resources such as processor, memory and battery, a push methodology was used. In it, the server connects to the mobile device every time, and only when, it has some new information to transmit. This way, there is no need for resource expensive pull requests from the mobile device every other time, even when there is nothing new to share. One major problem with push connections, especially in mobile devices, is the way we maintain them. Typically, there is a keep-alive model connection that is persistent. This approach has the obvious disadvantage that not only consumes the mobile device resources in a much faster way, but also that it is not appropriated for scenarios where the connection can be canceled because of network flaws. We chose to implement a typically server scenario where the device itself has an open door, much like a web server, and parses the information when someone sends it. The use of new methodologies such as the Java NIO have been used to minimize the resources used. The results were very much satisfactory and can be seen in the Evaluation section of this paper.

Moreover, this prototype successfully implemented the automatic registering of the device by itself. This means, if the device is not registered in the SuusMDM system, there is no need to manually register it. All the human intervention required is that the user is added to the system. After that, every user can register one or more mobile devices in the system.

This prototype, as far as the mobile device characteristics has only two requisites:

- **Android API 8 or up** - Due to some Android specific call-backs, only Android devices with the Froyo or newer system can use our prototype. At the moment of writing, this account for 96.1% of all Android based mobile devices.

- **Android root device** - In order to make silent install of applications in Android, we must have root access in the system. This can be accomplished in three ways: our application is digitally signed by Google, the application is pre-installed on the main system or the device allows for root access. Although the last solution is not officially supported, it is by far the simplest and the only that does not have monetary costs associated. As such, it is the one we followed, making it a requisite to use our prototype.

### 4.2 Server

The server side component of SuusMDM is a web application that can be deployed in any Java Web Server. It was made in Grails, a web framework for the Groovy language. This framework follows de "coding by convention" paradigm which made de development of the prototype faster.

In figure 4 we can see the main screen of SuusMDM server side component. In the left we can see the options that permit to manage terminals, applications, users and profiles. Those can be created, modified

1 http://developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html
and deleted with the actions propagated directly to the mobile devices.

For the prototype, we also used a memory-based database. As a prototype, there were no real use for a full blown database management system even thou one can be utilised by our prototype with little to no effort as Grails create a transparent layer for domain usage in their architecture.

5 Evaluation

The SuusMDM solution was evaluated both qualitative and quantitative. For the first, we conducted user test and made a small inquire about the perception of the users about the solution and the prototype presented. The results shown that our solution presents a new paradigm of how we can use mobile devices such as smartphones as working tools, in a way that changes the actual "bring your own device" culture.[1]

The users that were tested had no problem using the system, and we managed to test it in some users devices that had root permissions. Granted those users were the most tech-savvy, some even working for IT companies in the mobile device world.

The quantitative tests had a more technical meaning. We analyzed the typical metrics of a client/server system as the network usage. The processor, memory usage and, in the mobile devices, the battery consumption were also analyzed with very satisfying results.

We have concluded that the SuusMDM solution is very performant in mobile devices and does not compromise the server side component. The feedback we get from users who testes the system showed us that mobile devices are really getting in the fabric of every day life, being used as working tools in almost every realm of today’s world. However, people have never contacted with a solution like ours, meaning there is still a large gap for innovation.

6 Conclusion

Mobile devices have changed the way we keep connected, sharing information. Nowadays they are viewed as essential work tools making their management an important issue.[12]

Common tasks of this management activity include, but are not limited to, inventory of the devices and their software and the deploy and actualization of applications remotely. This actions are accomplished using solutions commonly described as Mobile Device Management Solutions (MDM).

In this article we presented our solutions, SuusMDM, that is able to make the most common tasks of inventory in both software and hardware assets, also providing the capability of installing software present in profiles associated to users, in a non intrusive way. Furthermore, the possibility of remotely register a device in the MDM system without human intervention as been researched.

A prototype, oriented to Android devices, has been implemented in both the client and server side, providing the features discussed in the article. The client is an application ready to install in all Android devices and the server side of the solution may be deployed in any Java supporting web server.

The prototype SuusMDM was evaluated both in a qualitative point of view, were users were invited to test the system and answer some questions, and in a quantitative point of view, were the common metric of a client-server solutions were measured and analyzed as some specific mobile oriented metrics such as battery life. The results show that our solution is not only well adapted to a mobile environment, giving great performance both in the mobile device and in the server system, but also provides a new way at looking to mobile devices, changing the strong connection device/owner, to a more "everyone’s work tool". This approach was well received by the testing users and brings a new perspective to the use of mobile devices by enterprises, for example, where the actual Bring Your Own Device politic is disseminated.
6.1 Future Work

Here we present modifications and improvements that may be done in the future:

- **Automatically profile chooser based on ambiance metrics.** As it is, SuusMDM deploys a profile based on the log in action by the user. If he has another profile with other applications that it needs to use because he has changed context, the user needs to manually log off and log in, manually choosing a new profile. It would be interesting that the mobile device itself could realize that the user context has changed and adapt to it by auto choosing a more adequate profile.

- **Heterogeneous support of mobile devices** With the ongoing number of smartphones and tablets in the market, the number of systems tends to climb and there is no winner in the horizon. From an enterprise point of view, the important is to have the tool for the job and the less money spent the best. As such, it is important to support a growing number of systems, the majority of them with no common development ground. The use of multi-platform technologies such as HTML5 / CSS / JavaScript may be a solution for the client side of the solution. We will always need some specific code for each platform - in order to install the applications or gather the system information - but we can reduce the platform dependent code and make it easier, faster and cheaper to support new devices.
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